The report released by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) on June 3 for open interest as of May 31 indicated that the non-commercial traders had increased both their long and short positions in NYMEX Henry Hub natural gas futures and swaps while reducing swaps positions. The positions of the non-commercial traders increased in both long and short futures; long swaps positions increased while short swaps declined.

The increase in percentage long open interest was not reflected in the price of the one-year NYMEX natural gas strip. (The strip price rose significantly on June 1.)

The level of the delta-equivalent of the options positions held by the non-commercial traders remained relatively low but is long, indicating purchased calls and/or sold puts.

The non-commercial traders held positions in futures contracts that were 69 percent short (31 percent long) and positions in swaps contracts that were 78 percent long (22 percent short). The net position was nearly balanced, 51 percent short (49 percent long). Open interest dropped to equivalent to 716 thousand futures contracts. The portion of total long open interest held by non-commercial traders rose to 39 percent as opposed to 44 percent six weeks earlier. The portion of short open interest held by non-commercial traders remained at 40 percent.

The drop in non-commercial open interest occurred in spite of little change in gas prices as indicated by the value of the 12-month strip.
The percent of long open interest held by non-commercial traders declined; the percentage of short open interest rose.
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The delta-equivalent of options positions of non-commercial traders has risen while futures and swaps positions have become short.
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The delta-equivalent of options positions has risen but remains relatively low.
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The percent of long open interest held by non-commercial traders declined; the percentage of short open interest rose.